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About Escape Bangladesh Limited

 Our Main focus in power oil & Gas sector, project contracting, and su ppo r t services

 We have built-up a core team of professionals in-house who have diversified technical

backgrounds, knowledge, and practical experience to provide the depth of expertise in

various disciplines to assist in the planning, development and implementation of

national and localized projects.

 Most of our Engineers have long working experience in different Government and semi-

government organizations and have hands-on experience in execution of many large

projects in the public sector.
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 Escape Bangladesh Ltd. offers a full range of support services in offshore oil and gas

surveys, specialized and general civil construction, and customs brokerage.

 Over the years we have prioritized establishing long-term relationships with all our

partners for sustainable growth.

 Our long-standing relationships with the National Board of Revenue (NBR), the Board of

Investment(BOI), Chief Controller of Import and Export, Customs, Department of

Passport and Immigration Department, and Bangladesh Central Bank –allows us to offer

a complete service package to our clients, right down to handling visa extensions and

renewing work permits.
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We Make The World Smaller For You

International Freight Forwarding

Take your business across the border with our reliable and competitive international freight 
forwarding services.

As a leading global forwarder,  Escape Bangladesh Ltd specializes in providing door to door 
freight transport both inbound to, and outbound from Bangladesh to any port of the world. 
Working in partnerships with the best in class carriers and partners, nothing is too big or too 
small for us to ship around the world for you.

Our scope of freight services includes:

* Air Freight * Ocean Freight * Road Freight

Our standard freight services can be used individually; or be integrated with our warehousing 
and distribution solutions, and international and domestic express services for the ultimate 
convenience and consistency of a seamless and centralized one-stop solution. All our 
services are fully integrated with our leading-edge IT platform which allows for total visibility 
and traceability of your shipments.

http://www.jancofreight.com/our-expertise/customized-integrated-logistics-solutions/warehousing-distribution/?lang=en
http://www.jancofreight.com/our-expertise/express-service/?lang=en
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No matter which mode of transport you opt for, customs regulations, duties and taxes will 
come into play. Our freight forwarding experts will navigate the complexities of country-by-
country export and import requirements and documentations, and assist you on every 
aspect of the freight processing. Customs brokerage and clearance? Insurance coverage? 
Compliance checks? None of these will be tough and laborious tasks when you choose to 
partner with Escape Bangladesh Ltd.

In our efforts to cater to your unique business needs and strategies, we also provide 
flexible and innovative multimodal and multimodal solutions that are custom-built based 
on your specific cost, transit time and routing requirements.

Choosing the right mode for your shipment can be tricky. Let us help you find your perfect 
solution with ease and expertise.

http://www.jancofreight.com/contacts/?lang=en
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2.1 Ocean Freight Transportation
When you have ocean freight professionals
matching frequent sailings and flexible service
options to your specific business objectives, you
have the Escape Bangladesh Ltd brand of personal
service.

Our ocean freight management experts partner
with you to learn your business first-hand.
Equipped with an intimate understanding of your
supply chain requirements, we pull from a range
of standard ocean freight services and
supplementary options to secure the space
allocation, timing, frequency and rates that fit
your precise objectives. Whether we need to
reserve an oversize container or securely
transport your high-value cargo, Escape
Bangladesh Ltd ocean freight specialists treat
each shipment with the care and attention it
takes to earn your trust.
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* Import / Export

* FCL / standard, Open Top and High Cube

* LCL / Consolidation Services

* Documentation

* Customs clearance handling

* Bonded warehousing

* Online Track & Trace, PO

* Internet Booking System
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2.2 Rail Freight Transportation
Escape Bangladesh Ltd understands that its
customers need more than just rail haulage.

They need door to door deliveries, warehousing,
terminal management and global supply chain
solutions. That is where the logistics team at Escape
Bangladesh Ltd can help. Built with professional and
experienced people from the domestic and
international logistics supply chain markets, they
provide value added logistics solutions that make a
real difference to your supply chain.

*Import / export

*Wagons / 45ft Containers

*Documentation

*Customs clearance handling

*Door to door service

*Bonded warehousing

*Track & Trace, POD

*Internet booking system
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You can trust Escape Bangladesh Ltd to handle your global cargo projects. We handle freight that the
“the other guys” can’t or won’t, and we manage your project from start-to-finish.

Your logistics plan will be customized for your unique project needs—from a comprehensive, pre-
shipment evaluation of potential risks, costs and delivery schedules, to route and port surveys,
coordination of proper packaging of components, required documentation handling, and
transportation mode analysis. Every shipment is coordinated with tailored plans, and even the most
demanding projects are executed with care and precision. However challenging the geography,
however complex the lift, our project cargo experts work closely with engineers and contractors to
ensure that every project is planned, delivered and completed on-time and to exact specifications
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* Material Management and Purchase Order Control

*Crane and Skidding Operations

* Ship Charter

*Air Charter

*Ammunition and Explosives

* Pack and Ship Services

*Second-hand containers for sale or hire

*Cargo supervision

*Aid supplies

*Port and road surveys

*Logistic feasibility studies

* Heavy and Over-dimensioned Transports
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2.3 Warehousing & Fulfillment
Our strategic warehousing location combined with
best in class design tools, processes and systems
ensure cost efficient fulfillment solutions

Our dedicated warehouse solutions are just the right
size, in just the right place, for just the right length of
time. You don’t pay for space you don’t need; we’ll
find you the perfect fit! Let us help diagnose your
warehousing challenges, develop inventory
management solutions and then make those
solutions work where it matters – out there in the
real world.

* Inventory management and control

*Order processing, inbound and outbound

*Bar-coding, re-packaging, labeling and quality control

*Yard management

*Vendor/carrier performance
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* Cross-docking / flow distribution

*Static and dynamic replenishment

*Load building

*Kitting and value added services

*e-Commerce pick, pack and ship fulfillment
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2.4 Customs & Compliance
If you ship internationally, you need customs broker
solutions and global trade compliance expertise.

We have the consultants who can help simplify the
complexity of those regulations and provide
procedures to keep your company in compliance. No
matter the origin or destination of your goods, we
help you gain the knowledge to perform the due
diligence necessary to ensure your shipments meet
international regulations. Easily define your needs,
contain costs, and minimize your risk when you work
with our experienced, licensed customs brokers. Our
customs specialists help you comply with existing
government regulations and stay ahead of changing
customs compliance laws to reduce your risk,
eliminate errors, and lower your costs.
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2.5 Air Freight Transportation
* Air cargo division

On Demand and accurate :

* Air freight is all about time-
critical cargo movement with
accuracy and dependability.

Some of our services :

* Door to Door

* Airline insurance

* Consolidation shipment

* Import/export customs brokerage

* Dangerous goods handling
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Short & Deep Sea

2.6

Short Sea Shipping : Covering Singapore, Malaysia,
China, Hong kong, India, Japan, Taiwan, France,
Germany, Holland, Spain, Italy offers a reliable and
cost-effective method of moving your all around
the world.

Deep Sea Shipping : Covering USA, UK, Australia.
Whatever our shippers want, be it the competitive
rate.

* Import and export cargo handling

* Door to Door service

* LCL, FCL, refer container
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2.7 Project cargo division

Complex or abnormal made easy :

*Working with customers that operate in
different industries has meant that
Escape Bangladesh ltd has developed
solutions dependent on different needs.

* Complex project cargo needs the
attention of an organized service
provider. We have all the know how to
move abnormal loads, over weight cargo
and out-of-guage consignments
smoothly and error free.

* Handling abnormal loads

* Arranging import/export

* cost/benefit analysis

* Arranging full or partial charters
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3. Global Network

Across the country or around the
world – Escape Bangladesh Ltd has
more than 50 offices strategically
located in over 20 countries
around the world.

At Escape Bangladesh Ltd, we are
very proud of our multi-national
presence and diversity. At our
global headquarters in
Chittagong, Bangladesh, 50
different flags are posted , each
showcasing an employee of the
company or country where we do
business.
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Today, Escape Bangladesh Ltd®
network includes offices located in
the following countries:

* Japan

* Hong Kong

* China

* Taiwan

* Singapore

* Malaysia

* Italy

* United States of America

* United Kingdom

* Russia

* Australia * United Arab Emirates * Bahrain * India * France * Germany

* Netherlands * Sweden
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We are ready for following services
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For Air Freight Cargo
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Our services
Across the country to around the world, Escape
Bangladesh Ltd services encompass your entire supply
chain.

* Ocean Freight Transportation

* Air Freight Transportation

*Ground Freight Transportation

* Rail Freight Transportation

* Project Cargo

* Warehousing and Distribution

* Customs Clearing & Forwarding Service

* Global Logistics Solutions
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Contacts

Chittagong Office:
House # 33, Road # 3, O.R. Nizam
Road R/A, Panchlaish, Chittagong-
4000, Bangladesh 
Tell: +88-031-2556476,
Fax: +88031-2556225,
Mobile: +8801761492211-13

Dhaka office:
Escape Bangladesh Ltd.
House # 56 ( 1st Floor), Road # 13,
Sector # 12, Uttara, Dhaka – 1230
T&T: +88-02-9634008,
Mobile: +8801761492213-14.

Email: info@escapebd.com,
sales@escapebd.com, contact@escapebd.com

Web: www.escapebd.com.
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